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FOREWORD 

To attempt to review the entire scope or areas, factors, and affairs
 

embarked by the "agriculture establishment" is an ambitious task. To 

attempt to do it in a short paper approaches fully; the large number of 

people, institutions, business entities; diversity of geographic areas; 

accompanying vast complexity of interest, relationships, and interactions
 

are beyond the capacity of any human mind to comprehend in a comprehensive, 

balanced manner. However, we must en er, as fools, where angels fear to 

tread. Perhaps others, especially of our mentors, could do it better, but 

each of us must have some kind of working concept of the environment with

in which we work and move. Consequently, even though there will undoubtedly 

be errors, misplaced emphasis, omitted issues, elements, and data, and 

decided personal bias in the selection of data, judgements and conclusions,
 

we 
forge ahead. Perhaps the personal bias, which unavoidably permeates
 

the work of an author, is the element of any work which makes it really 

worth while. 



I. 	 Introduction
 

The Changing Face of Agriculture
 

Agriculture, and the closely related field and profession of 

Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, have been historically centered 

on 	 the function of agriculture as a source of food and fiber for the 

community/economy, and especially the production process. Originally, the 

family life and livelihood of the farmers were inextricably involved with 

the production process and activities of the farm. In most developing 

countries this is still the situation, but in recent decades U.S. agri

culture has become -reasingly specialized, mechanized and commercialized. 

Schumacher observes that in the western world, the production process 

has b2canie impersonal and objective. Man is separated from his land by 

machinery. The soil (land) is treated largely as a homogenous resource, 

and money costs and money income are the ultimate criteria and determinants 

of human action. 

(Schumacher, 1973). 

This narrow, materialistic view )f agriculture, oriented over 

whelmingly toward production - output - of food and fiber, is being 

challenged by increasing numbers of individuals and groups today, Agri

cultural Economists are baing asked - or forced - to look at their field 

from a wider perspective: in addition to providing the foodstuffs and 

other materials which are needed for a becoming life, a wider view sees 

agriculture fulfilling the task of keeping man in touch with living nature 

of which he is to remain a vital and vulnerable part, and to "humanize 

and cnnoble man's wider habitat." (Schumachur, op. cit.) 
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Objective and Constraints 

The purpose of this paper is to examine the concept of the "small 

farm" from a viewpoint other than the conventional view of agriculture as 

a comparatively homogenous group of farm firms which exist and function 

for the principal purpose of producing food and fiber products for society; 

and to provide a broader perspective for the orientation, development,
 

and evaluation of research efforts in the f Leld of agricultural economics 

and rural sociology. The immediate result is not intended to be a pro

posal for a specific research project, but to present a panorama of the 

current institutional, economic, and social framework within which the 

problem area(s) to be studied exist. 
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II. THE POST14AR TECHNOLOGICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL REVOLUTION IN U.S. AGRICULTURE 

Public Policy and the Family Farm
 

Historically, U.S. farm policy has concentrated on the economic
 

well-being of farmers, because it was assumed that if a farmer had an 

adequate money income, he could afford the goods, services, and other 

components of well-being that he needed or wanted. Also, it has always 

been easier to measure the economic , compared to other components of 

human well-being. 

The majority of policies instituted for tiie control and improve

ment of the economic syste: have been predicated on the strong, uiderlying 

belief in private property rights, superiority of th_ capitalist system, 

and superiority of market-determined prices, production and incomes. In 

agriculture, the basic production unit known as the family farm, has tradi

tionally been considered to embody the essential elements of this philos

ophy. The design, implementation, and assessnent of public policies and 

programs for agriculture have implicity inclided the family farm as the 

central, basic unit of production. 

U.S. farm policy, shaped by two dominant goals of society 

(1) productirn, or the size of the pie, and (2) welfare, or how the pie is 

distributed - largely evolved from the situation emisting in the 1930's, 

which included: 

- A severely depressed farm sector (low product prices, and low 

farm incomes) 

-	 Production oriented toward domestic markets, and relatively 

unimportant foreign trade. 
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- Chronic excess productive capacity in agriculture. 

- Inelastic demand for farm products - the primordial cause of 

the problems.
 

- Insufficient demand in the rest of the economy to absorb the 

excess resources and production from agriculture. 

The policies and programs which were developed attempted to correct 

these conditions by increasing farm income through programs to support (raise) 

prices of agricultural commodities (acreage controls, marketing quotas, 

commodity loans etc); develop foreign markets; encourage the shift of re

sources (land and farmers) out of agriculture; and to stimulate demand in 

the rest of thu economy for constluption of products of agriculture and 

employment of exccss productive agricultural resources (principally people). 

Policy means of two different kinds were used to benefit (family) 

farmers: (1) public programs to provide farmers with resources and farming 

skills, in order to increase production efficiency and lower costs per unit 

of farm output: 

- A national land policy of dispersed ownership (1789)
 

- Establish::ent of farm credit system.
 

- A cost-sharing soil conservation system.
 

- The developm nt of a railroad and highway system to ensure
 

distribution of farm products. 

- The establishlnent of land-grant colleges of agriculture with 

agricultural experiment stations, and later an extension educa

tion system. 

- Programs to provide irrigation water for agriculture, and 

grazing on public lands; and 
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(2) 	 Programs to support farm prices and incomes: 

- Commodity price support programs. 

- Income payments, acreage and production control programs. 

- Farm bargaining legislation. 

- Farm cooperative legislation. 

- Marketing orders. 

- School lunch programs, food distribution, food stamp programs. 

- Export demand promot ion. 

Farm Programs and Teclhnological Development 

The development and adoption of new technology particularly has had 

a vital role in the transformation of U.S. ariculture, especially the 

trend to larger and more specialized farms. Adoption of nuew technology, 

generated by public and private research, resulted in lower Losts of pro

duction, and facilitated increases in the scale of production and the size 

of individuLl farms. Most technologies emphasize increased output per 

worker, and increased size of equipment and farm operations is often re

quired for investment in the technology to be economical. (A four-wheel 

tractor, for example). 

The focus of public programs in agriculture on production and out

put (acreage controls, prices of output, marketing quotas, etc.) has 

given additionnl incentive for individual farmers to adopt new technolcgy 

to increase output, and/or reduce costs of production per unit of output. 

In addition, the competitive nature of farming, increased cost of labor 

relative to capital goods, the drive of individual farmers to maximize in

comes, inflation, and tax rules have all worked to continually stimulate 

the adoption of new technology. The net result in the postwar period has 

been an acceleration in the adoption of capital-intensive technologies 
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and a concomitant 
increase in.the size and degree of specialization of
 

individual farms. (Schertz, 1979).
 

Some agricultural economists have described 
 this process as the 

"agricultural treadmill of technological change;" primary bene its of a 

new technology went to consumers (increased supplies and lower prices) and 

eary7-adopting producers as the increased output depressed commodity prices, 

forcing the adoption of new technologies by other farmers for their own 

survival. These and other forces worked together to stimulate a rapid
 

migratioi1 of people out of agriculture and a mixed welfare problem, with
 

large and/or innovative f-mers faring 
 well, arid small or more traditional 

farmers faring poorly. (Harring-ton, 1979). 

Movement of Resources out of Agricultur_2
 

Perhaps the most dramatic change in U.S. agriculture in recent
 

decades has 
 been the drastic decrease in the number of farms and the
 

people living on farms, and the 
 concomitant increase in size of farms. At 

the close of the 1930's U.S. claimed more than 6 million farms (1.75 acres 

each) and 30 million people, one ou, of every four Americans, living on 

them. By 1979, U.S. population had increased to 225 million (a 70 per

cent increase over the 132 million in 1940,), but there were less than half 

the number of farms (2.4 million), 429 acres, and one-third the number 

of people (6.5 million) living on farms, as there were in 1940. 

An even more dramatic chang2 has occurred in the concentration of 

production of agricultural commodities; in the 193 0 's each farmer was 

considered a signif icant element in the production of nation's food and 

fiber. By 1979, 38 percent of those farms which might be considered full

time farms (annual sales over $20,000) accounted for 93 percent of all 
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agricultural production, and the other 62 percent of the farms accounted 

for only 7 percent of total output. Thus, less than one million farms 

now account for practically all of the food and fiber produced in the 

United States. 

The increasing commercialization and technification of farming 

together with the constant struggle to maintain and/or increase family 

income, and other factors during the postwar period led to the appearance 

of another phenomenon; a substantial part of farm family incomes coming 

from non-farm sources. In 1979 farm income accounted for only about 49 

percent of toi:al income of farmers; the major part (51 percent) came from 

off-farm sources. Off-farm incomes ranged from 9? percent of total 

family income for farms with under $5,000 annual sales, to 11 percent for 

farms with over $200,000 sales. Farm operators with farm sales of less 

than $20,000 (62 percent of all farms) realized three-fourths or more of 

their total family income from off-farm sources. (Table 1). 

Cropland
 

Although the number of farms and farm people dropped drastically, 

the acreage of land in agricultural cropland, and the total acreage in 

farms at the end of the 19 4 0's was nearly tia same as that at the end of 

the 1930's. This demonstrates that, although numbers of 'farms' and 

'farmers' have apparently been eliminated, the land used for grazing and 

crop production still exists, and about the same quantity is used to 

produce nearly double the output of food and fiber. Thus, in stmunary of 

the technological revolution in U.S. farming over the past 40 years, it 

appears that capital and techncvlogy were substituted for labor to main

tain and increase U.S. agricultural production on about the same acreage
 

of land. (Table 2). 



Table 1. Number of Farms, Aggregate Farm Cash Receipts, nd Farm OperatorFamily Income, by Value of Sales Class, United States, 1979. 

Value of Sales 

dollars/farm 

Number 
of Farms 

1,000 % 

Aggregate Farm 
Cash Receipts 

million 

IoLZII 

dollars % 

Farm Operator Family Income 
From Farm Off Farm 

dollars dollars % 

Under $5,000 

$5,000 - 9,999 

10,000 - 19,999 

20,000  39,999 

40,000 - 99,999 

100,000 - 199,999 

Over 200,000 

882 

330 

289 

284 

377 

169 

99 

36.3% 

13.6 

11.9 

11.7 

15.5 
-

7.0 

4.1 

$2,583 

2,847 

4,606 

8,852 

27,327 

26,883 

68,526 

1.8% 

2.0 

3.3 

6.3 

19.3 

19.0 

48.4 

$19,074 

17,294 

16,318 

18,384 

29,090 

53,964 

129,202 

100% 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

$ 489 

1,933 

4,474 

9,761 

21,799 

43,988 

114,626 

2.6% 

11.2 

27.4 

53.1 

74.9 

81.5 

88.7 

$18,585 

15,361 

11,844 

8,623 

7,292 

9,976 

14,576 

94.4% 

88.8 

72.6 

46.9 

25.1 

18.5 

11.3 

1 
o 

All Farms 2,430 100% $141,581 100% $26,870 100% $13,202 49.1% $13,667 50.9% 

Source: U.S.D.A. Economic Indicators of the Farm Sector: 

Bul. No. 674. September, 1981. 

Income and Balance Sheet Statistics, 1980. E.S.S. Stat. 
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An Urban Society in Rural America 

By the mid-1970's it was apparent that agriculture was becoming 

an increasingly urban business, even when far away from the city. Thirty 

six percent of agricultural employment was in metropolitan areas, and 

only 12 percent of the nonmetropolitan employment was in agriculture. 

Consequently, it was no longer necessarily appropriate to equate the needs 

of agriculture with those of rural areas. However, the traditional image 

of farms and farmers still persisted in the minds of many people, both in 

and out of agriculture, and the language of legislatio and statetments of 

public figures still was couched in terms of the family arm of 50 years 

earlier. (Rainey, 1976).
 

A Transfored Agriculture 

At the end of the decade of the 1970's U.S. agriculture was char

acterized by the following conditions and concerns: 

- Shrinking numbers of farm and farmers - less than 2.7 million 
farms and 8 million farm population. (2.4 million farms and 
6.5 million population by the new definition). 

- Increab'; s'size of farms and dependence on high-cost large 
scale technology. 

-Growing uncertainty Of input availability, espccially energy 
and petroleum- based products. 

- Important and increasing world market orientation for U.S. 
a3ricultural products, especially grains and oil needL. 

- Continue operation of the 'agricultural treidmill'--high demand 
(from UWII and following years), rapid tecisological change in 
agriculture, increasing productivity and production, pressure 
on prices and incomes of traditional farmers, migration out of 
agr iculture. 

- Increasing coordination between agricultural product:ion and 
market ing. 

- Excess capacity in agricultute was disappearing--appeared to be 
concentrated on intetuationally traded products. 



Table 2. Total & Farm Population, Number of Farms, Land in 
Farms, and Land Used 
for Cropland.
 
United States, Selected Years, 1910 - 1980. 

Population 
 Farm Population IZ Number 
 Lalid Used for Average
Year U.S. Total i/ Number % of Total of Farms 
 in Farms Cropland Farm Size
 

(1,000) (1,000) 
 (percent) (1,000) 
 (million acres) 
 (acres)
 

1910 92,407 32,077 34.7% 
 6,362 
 879 
 330 
 138
 
1920 106,461 
 31,974 30.0 
 6,448 
 956 
 368 
 148
 
1930 122,775 
 30,529 24.9 
 6,295 
 990 
 382 
 157
 
1940 132,122 
 30,547 
 23.1 6,102 1,056 368 175
 
1950 151,684 
 23,048 15.2 5,388 1,161 
 377 
 215
 
1959 177,888 
 16,592 9.3 
 3,711 1,124 359 
 303
 
1969 202,736 10,307 
 5.1 3,000 1,103 369
333 

1974 213,898 9,264 4.4 2,795 
 1,084 361 
 388 1
 
1978 222,629 8,005 3.6 
 2,672 1,072 376 
 401
 

New Definition
 

1978 222,629 
 6,501 
 2.9 2,436 1,045 369 
 429
 
1979 225,106 6,241 
 2.8 2,430 1,043 429
379 

1980 227,654 
 6,051 
 2.7 2,423 1,042 n.a. 2_ 
 429
 

3/ Farm population as 
of April 1, and Total Population as of July 1, revised data.
 

2 n.a. = not available.
 

Sources: U.S.D.A. Agricultural Statistics. 
 1972. 
 N. Carolina, Agric. Statistics, 1973 - '81U.S.D.A. Economic Indicators of ti 
 Farm Sector: 
 Income and Balance Sheet Statistics 1980. E.R.S. Stat. Bul.
 
674, September, 1981.
 

Frey, K. Thomas. 
Major Uses of Land in the United States, 1974. U.S.D.A., E.S.C.S. Agric. Econ. Report No. 440.
 
November, 1979.
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- Increasing adverse environmental impacts of agricultural 
product ion.
 

- Welfare problems in agriculture were becaning localized to 
specific groups, areas, and/or commodities. (Generally con
centrated among small farmers with few alternative opportunities 
for their resources, labor, and skills.) (llarrington, 1979) 

Conditions of farmers in 1980 which have been attributed to
 

several decades of public farm programs implemented to alleviate the
 

former proW..em of low farm income included:
 

- Increased farm prices and net farm incomes in the short run,
 
and stabilized prices and incomes at the higher level.
 

- Increased quantity of farm 
 capital assets, capital expenditures,
 
and prices of farmland. rUse of capital - machinery and chemicals 
- increased to 43 percent of all resources used, from 25 per
cent in 1950). 

- Reduced use of land and labor inputs relative to other inputs. 
(Labor use decreased to 14 percent of all resources used, from
 
40 percent in 1950; Fertilizer use increased five times, the 
amount of cropland used about the same). 

- Increased productivity of both crops and livestock per unit of 
input (out-put-input rativ); especially crops. 

- An accelerated rate of decline in farm numbers and agricultural 
employment, and increase in the size of farms. 

- Farm operators owned abc-t 60 percent of all farm land, but 
part owners and full tenants have larger farms than full owners. 

(Nelson, J., and Chochrane, 1976). 

An indirect impact of these farm programs, resulting from the in

creasing concentration of production on larger, specialized and technified 

farms, has been the concomitant concentration of benefits of public pro

grains to help farmers; in 1978 about ten percent of U.S. farm producers 

received about 50 percent ol the total commodity program payments made by 

U.S.D.A. A related impact, growing out of the higher income levels real

ized by farmers, is that incomi e tax rules applicable to farming have be

come more important to farm net income than price support programs. 
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Social Changes in Rural America 

The postwar technological re-evaluation in U.S. agriculture also 

sparked numerous complex sociological changes. One of the most publicized 

has been the issue of rural poverty i.e., those people (farmers) still 

living on the land, but left behind in the technology marathon, and lacking 

rural employment or other income-earning opportunities comparable to their 

more successful farmer neighbors and their urban-oriented neighbors and 

cousins.; 

The most direct and widespread sociological impact of the techno

logical revolution in agriculture was the movement of farm and rural popu

lation to urban areas and non-agricultural employment. Secondary impact 

was seen in the decline of small towns in rural areas. Concomitant, not 

unrelated developments were the growth of suburban residential areas 

around major population centers, and inndr city decay of 7iany of the 

larger cities. 

The farm family and life style also experienced substantial changes. 

In the mid-1970's some of the changes that were noted as occuring in rural 

communities included the rollowing: 

- People, especially youth, are lbaving, in increasing numbers. 

- The village population is being dominated more and more by 
the older people, many retired from farming. 

- The village-centered church is replacing the open-country 
church, and is displaying renewed leadership and interest in 
community affairs. 

- Young people, looking for more vital recreational program, are 
travelling to nearby towns and cities for commerical recreation 
programs. 

- The closely-knit, homogenous rural neighborhood group is dis
appear ig . 
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- Informal methods of organization are being supplenented by 
more formal organizations. 

- Social contacts and interests of rural people have expanded: 
farm and town people are participating jointly in activities 
for community betterment. Farm people are increasingly re
cognized as leaders, both in and outside the ccinmunity. 

- Greater involvement of county, state, and federal government 
in schools, hospitals, roads, services, etc.
 

- Family participation in organized groups is giving way to 
greater individual participation; interests are becoming more 
heterogenous. (Ensminger, 1978).
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III. SCENARIO FOR THE 1 9 8 0's 

Turnaround: World Food Shortages
 

In 1972 a shortfall 
 in world agricultural production, particularly
 

in Russia and China, 
 prompted an unprecedented Soviet purchase of 28
 

million tons of cereals; 18 million tons fron the 
United States. U. S.
 

farm prices and incomes increased in response, and by 
 1974, farm prices 

were 70 percent above 1971 levels, and net farm incomes reached $30 billion 

in 1973, compared with $13 billion in 1971. Prices of feed grains more
 

than doubled, and prices of food grains wheat 
 and rice tripled. (Schertz 

December 197 9) . 

These events marked a dramatic shift from a long period of excess 

agricultural production with chronic low prices and incomes, to the pro

spect of a period of tight supplies and 
 high prices. Lauren Soth
 

commented, "For half 
a century the principal public policy question con

cerning food and agriculture was who to deal with production over capacity;
 

in the next half century the central problem could Highwell be sclrcity. 


food costs and instability of prices will be public 
 policy targets."
 

(Soth, December 1976).
 

The apparent change 
 in farm policy ends also was reflected in the 

preface to the Agricultural and Consumer Protection Act of 1973 as reported 

out of the U.S. Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry: "The 

country appears to be moving toward a period of shorter supplies of food 

and fiber with consequent higher prices to consumers. The purpose of 

this bill is to assure the production of adequate supplies at reasonable 

prices to consumers by insuring producers against losses if their expanded 

production results in prices below the target prices." (U.S. Congress:1973). 



Return to the Land
 Turnaround' 

the U.S. population 

net movement of 
distinctthe 1970's a

Also in 

otcurred, reversing 
the rural-urban trend of
 

from urban to rural 
areas 


that the popu

1980 Census of Population data 
show 

11hc
decades.previous byincreasedsmall towns)and(ruralcounties
of nonmetropolitanlation of metrogrowth9.1 percent

1970, outstripping the 
since15.4 percent 


politan counties.
 
includes62.8 million a 

of c t r populationoilitanThe 19S0 nonm 
in fromwho movedpeople4 millionleast1970 of atsincenet movement 2.8

in the 1960's around 
By contrast,or abroad.areasmetropolitan 

them. areas than intoruralout of 
more peopIc moved of nonmillion to the post-19 7 0 growth 

may be contributingMany Vactors 

evidencefor which some 
the explanaLionsAmongcounties.metropolitan andcenters

of metropolitangrowthcontinuedare: (a)
been providedhas of 

(b) decentralizationcou;nties;nonmetrointo adjacent
their spillover 

(c) increased wage costs;
of lower land and 

in pursuit
manufacturing of retirementdevelopmentthe resultantandactivitiesof leisurepursuit (h) increasedStates;the Unitedofareasthe sunbeltofoutsidecenters of state(i) growth

and universities;collegesin nonmetroenrollments 
(k) youth

farm population;or loss of 
(j) levelling, off 

governments; and an
anti-urbanismmovement,

ant i-materialisticwithrevolution 
(1) narrowing of 

agriculturalists;lifestylein alternativeincrease and more long
(m) longer

rural lifestyles;
i-' , utban and gapstraditional inexploitationand mineralenergy(n) increased

job ccxnmuting;dis' ance 
(p) a strongsystem;highwayof iterstate

(o) completionrural areas; 
lower cost of

with thecoupledtowns living,
for rural/smallpreference 
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li';ing in rural areas; (q) increased fear of crime, and concern with 

other urban disamenities such as congestion and pollution (Dillman, 1979).
 

A New Structure of U.S. Agriculture
 

The forces acting in the agricultural establishment, as well as 

in other sectors of the economy over the recent decades have brought about 

a changed structure of U.S. agriculture. Production of agricultural pro

ducts has become increasingly concentrated. In 1979 only 263,000 largest 

producers, those with $100,000 or more annual sales, produced 67 percent 

of total agricultural output measured by sales value; about 900,000 farms, 

those with $20,000 or more sales, accounted for 93 percent of total farm 

output. (Table 1). 

Although owner-operated farms are still the dominant form of 

tenure, increasingly, ownership of the land is becoming separated from 

operation of farms; i.e., farm operators do not necessarily own the land 

they farm. The most obvious e.ample is the large-scale corporate 

averaging around 3,400 acre. and $500,000 annual sales; in 1974, 28,000 

such corporate farms produced 18 percent of the nation's agricultural 

output. 

The use of capital goods, especially machinery, fertilizers, 

chemicals, irrigation and other technology, is now the dominant character

istic of commercial farming, and labor and land are of secondary importance. 

Productivity per unit of labor and land has increased to a high level, 

and there have been significant changes in income and wealth of farmers 

and those who oyn land. Total farm income has increased substantially, 

resulting in large increases in the wealth among the larger, more 

successful farmers. (Schertz, 1979). 
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At the other end of the size scale, the remaining 1.5 million units
 

recugnized officially as farms , (annual product sales between $1,000
 

and $20,000) account for only 
seven percent of aggregate U.S. commercial
 

agricultural production. These generally are considered to fall in the
 

category of small or 'liiited resource' farms. Although there has been
 

such discussion of those terms 
in recent years, there has been a notable
 

lack of agreement or consensus on just what a 'small' or 'limited resource' 

farm means. Viewed from the context of the new structure of agriculture,
 

particularly the growing inportance of off-farm 
 income for nearly all
 

groups of farmers, the reason for confusion becomes somewhat undermore 

stable. A 'small farm' (for example, with $10,000 annual sales) operated 

as a part-time activity by a farmer who earns $15,000 in off-farm employ

ment, is considerably different than one with samethe sales volume, but
 

in which the farmer 
 has no income except what he earns from farming. 

Furthermore, it may no longer be appropriate to assume th: t most 

U.S. farms are "full-time" occupations. Even farms with $40,000 to 

$100,000 annual farm product *sales, which logically should be considered 

adequate for a full-thlie occupation, realized 25 percent of their family 

income from off-farm sources. Smaller farms, received a larger share of 

their fimiily incom,2 from off-farm sources; ranging from 47 pcrcent to 

farms with 20,0(;0 to 40,000 sales to 97 percent for those under $5,000 

sales. Total dollar family income, from both farm and off-farm sources, 

for these smallest farms, however, approximated that for farms with 

$20,000 to $40,000 sales, illustrating the importance of off-farm
 

employment for all these 'smaller farms." (Table 1). 
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Cnsequently, we see U.S. production of agricultural commodities 

concentrated on a relatively few, large, commercial 'farms,' while in

creasing numbers of people are moving onto parcels of land which inherently 

include potential for agricultural production. The nearly ubiquitous 

current concern with inflation, particularly rising food costs, and the 

concaitant increased interest in home gardens, and home canning and freezing 

of meat, fruits and vegetables, provide sub.;tantial reason to believe that 

this increasing rural population is in fact engaging in agricultural pro

duction, at least for family consumption. 

A New Lool: at the Family Farm 

Today's farm is substantially different from the traditional con

cept of a 'family farm,' for which the sale of farm products was the only 

source of income for the farmer and his family who lived and worked on the 

farm. The ,gricultural u:>ension establishment, whose principal function 

is working directly with farmers and has had to deal pragmatically with 

the changing characteristics of farmers, has found it useful. to classify 

farmers according to the types of e:.:tension information they need: small 

or li-mited resource farmers, those with less than $20,000 from sales or 

agricultural products annually (need "how to" information): 'commerciid]' 

farmers with sales between $20,000 and $99,999, (general information); 

and 'large commercial farmers,' with sales over Sl00,O00 (highly technical 

information). (Seastrink, 1978). 

The definition of 'small' or 'limited resource' farmers was 

formalized by Congress in the Food and Agricultural Act of 1977 as: "Any
 

person who depends on farming as his primary source of income, whose 

gross annual sales from farming operations are less than $20,000, and 
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whose income from nonfarm sources is less than $5,000."
 

Within this definition, however, there are several fairly well

defined subgroups: 

(1) 	Full-tima farmers under 65 years of age working less than 
100 days a year in nonfarm employment. 

(2) 	Part-time farmers under 65 years of age working more than
 
100 days a year in nonfarm employment, with annual farm
 
sales less than 32,000. 

(3) 	Part-time farmers under 65 years of age worling more than 
100 davs a year in nonfarm employment, with annual farm 
sales between $3,500 and $20,000. 

(4) 	Farmers over 65 years of age, with retirement or pension

incomie and annual farm sm]aes of S1 ,000 or more. (Holik, 197S) 

In addition to thcsu persons which fall within the Census defini

tion 	of 'farmers,' there appear to be an additional 4.8 million landowners
 

with 	10 or more acres of land indicated by data on land ownership; who
 

are at least potentially farmers, and probably live 	 in rural ares. (Table 3). 

Thus, where 50 years ago there were 6.3 million farmers in the
 

United States, and most lived on the land they farmed, as owners or ten

an'ts, and could usually be recognized as a 'family farm; today we have 

less 	 than one mi]ion essentially full-time farmers producing the great 

majority of food and 
fiber for the nation's needs and exports; and an
 

additional 1.5 million farmers living 
on their land and receiving part of
 

their income from farming, but muost from off-farm sources; and 4.8 million 

more people owning and possible living on ten acres or more, who pre

sumably gain most of 
their income from non-farm sources, but are at least
 

potentially producers of farm products.
 

This 	survey indicates that there were about 2.5 million owners of 

parcels of land of 100 acres 
or more in 1978, and 905,000 owners of
 



Table 3. 
 Number of Landowners and 	Acreage Owned, by Size of Holding and Net Farm Incomes.
 
UniLed States, 1978.
 

Land Ownership 

Net Farm Income
 

Size of 
Holding 

Number 
of Owners 

Total 
Acres 

Acres per 
Holding Income 

Number of 
Holdings 

Total 
Acres 

Acres per 
Holding 

(acres (1,000) (1,000) (acres) (dollars) (1,000) (1,000) (acres) 

-9 

10-49 

26,485 

3,300 

46,199 

77,704 

2 

24 

No Farm Income 

0-2,999 

19,851 

2,263 

176,849 

156,502 

9 

69 
50-99 1,405 100,776 72 3,000-2,999 1,211 167,227 138 
100-259 1,653 262,231 159 10,000-24,999 692 120,353 174 
260-999 757 343,696 454 25,000-49,999 11i 38,949 351 C 
Over 1,000 148 516,591 3,490 Over 50,000 106 32,120 303 

Loss 1,215 176,333 145 

No Answer 6,469 236,350 37 

All Farms 33,749 1,347,197 40 All Farms 31,918 1,104,667 35 

Source: Lewis, James A. 
 Landownership in 
the United States, 1978. U.S.D.A., E.S.C.S. Agric. Inf. Bul. No. 
435.
 

April, 1980.
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parcels larger than 260 acres, which closely correspond to the 2.4
 

million total farms and 929,000 farms with over 
$20,000 sales (full-time
 

farms) reported in Census data. 
The 1.12 billion acres in all land hold

ings over 100 acres also corresponds closely with the Census figure of 1 .10 

billion acres in farms.
 

However, landownership data show an additional 4.7 million owners
 

of parcels from 10 99 acres
to each (a total of 178 million acres) which
 

apparently arc not engaged in 
 farming within the Census definition of a
 

'farm.' 
 These parcels are undoubtedly mostly located in rural areas, and
 

prossibly could be used for agricultural production on either an owner

operated or a rental basis.
 

Another 26.5 landowners own from I to 9 acres each (46 million 

acres), but 
these are lcss likely to be engaged in agricultural production
 

except possibly home gardening. (Lewis, 1979).
 

The "family" farmer of 1980 is considerably different from the 

American G'othic stereotype of the American 
farmer which still dpparently
 

persists in the minds of 
many people. Although located in rural setting,
 

his home is similar in appearance, 
 with the same appliances and furnishings, 

as one located in the suburbs of 
a large city. The family social activities,
 

schools, churches, and shopping facilites also are similar to 
those of a
 

family living in an urban area suburb. Furthermore, as indicated above, 

a substantial part of the family income of a farm family now commonly comes 

from off-farm employment or business activities, and in increasing instances, 

notably corporations engaged in agricultural production, the fanner does 

not live on the land he farms. 
 In spite of these trends, however, the
 

historic relationship between farming and ownership of land appears to be 

relatively unchanged, as indicated by a U.S.D.A. survey 
on patterns of
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landowership in 1978 (Lewis, 1979). 

What appears to have happened during the past several decades is 

that, to a significant degree, rural living has become divorced from 

commercial agricultural production, while most of our public policies, 

programs, legislation, and common attitudes are still phrased in tradi

tional terms, and predicated on the concept of the family farm in which 

agricultural production and rural residence are inextricably linked. 

Consequently', thc social, economics, and political issues, problems, 

structures, etc. involved with rural areas in 1930 differ substantially 

from those traditionally associated with agtriculture. 

Urban Livin in A Rural ettiM 

The recent 'return to the farm' movement apparently involves 

people aid issues other than those included in the present official de

finition of 'farms,' or 'agriculture,' altho,.gh it is evident that in

creasing numbers of people are living in rural areas, or parcels of 

land w.hic) potentially could have an impact on aggregate production of 

agricultural products. Data from the 1930 Ccnsus indicate that 63 million 

peopl.e live in nonmet ropolitan wounties. Thus, nearly 30 percent of the 

U.S. population is identified as living in 'rural' areas, and this percent

age could exceed one-third when rural residents of urban ,couat:ies are 

included. 

Although less than one-tenth of this rural population is presently 

identified officially with agricultural production as farms, it appears 

likely that a substantially larer part of rural population could angage 

in agricultural production, at least to the extent of producing most if 

not all of their own food requirements. If this occurs, the impact on 

http:altho,.gh
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the food marketing system .ould be substantial,as well as the impact 

on public policy relevant to agricultural production and food consumption. 

The current trend of nonmetropolitan population growth involves
 

renewed rural communities--open country and small village. There is an
 

undeniable trend of entry into farming of people with nonfarm backgrounds.
 

Allied with this aspect of the overall trend is the increase occupancy of
 

former farm homes. Such homes are now commonly rented or bought with five
 

or ten acres by people who work in towns. (Beale, 1976). 

One immediate potential concern noted in connection with this 

movement is the matter of motor fuel costs and supply. However, the un

precedented renewed residential growth of villages and open country is also 

cause for concern in the longer run, with respect to the impact on local 

institutions, community val.cas, 
and indiVidual lifestyles.
 

Already rural lifestyles have changed so much during the past two 

decades, that the uniqueness of rural communities has been significantly
 

diminished:
 

- Per capital personal incomes in rural areas have risen to 80% 
of urban levels: adjusting for differences in cost of living
probably would eliminate much of the remaining discrepancy; 

- In march of 1975 manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade,
and services, each had roughly 20 percent of rural employment, 
while agriculture had less than lO'percent; 

- Rural residents work at a wide-ranging set of activities similar 
to those or urban Americans; 

- There is no longer any significant differeice in infant mortality 
rates between urban and rural areas; 

- Substandard rural housing has declined from 59 percent 25 years 

ago, to less than 7 percent today (Deavers, 1980). 

Although these economic and social changes have resulted in a 

substantially changed picture of U. S. agriculture, there had not been a 

4 
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general and. cmpl te replacement of the old by the now. Instead, there
 

4 has been a gradual addition of the new, 
 and a concomitant gradua].1,ecrease 

of the old; although not necessarily in the same g,.ographic location
W-1ohat has resulted, which we observe at::,the beginning- of the 1980's is a 

considerably greater diversity between 'agriculture' and 'rural society' 

and a considerably oless clear distinction between what once was clearly 

'rural 'ac what was Cit, or 'urban
 

Asm~:cn~oi ,-~ov -. Lh am iv
cined tO, f arm as L Irad-ionil ] ''iewci , 
i ,:-.:,.',:.ad
for ha sh
ge d on it' o, dn iin 

chan ge : oind din-nishl considerably in numbers. 1!owever 'rur1al 

I o..., i rctain a d istinc Liveness wli.eh set., Lhem anart from 'bil 

_ityfam1] ics. Thc/ r,u,iu Arerican in "he 1 9 0's ik characeri.ed by a 

!, rangewide of life styles, family structures, patterns of residence and 

occupations, but a common denominator is the lower concentration, and 

greator is;~c~ityof populat ion. *rhe pcr\'as ive ionitan~ oe 

rut ar'" rcz lasZIha"r cIt lv reduccd manv of the order iff c- ec'e- between 
* ural and r it.' life style,, but an analysis of Census data found that 

rural people xirry earl ier than their urban cOunLerparts, have More
 

children, 
 and live in lar',er households. iew rural wormen work outside 

the home, and a simal ler proport ion of marriages end in divorce (Coward, 1980). 

A few li d o &u 0i : COIITIUn it' 

* ll] 4niot. her rel a e deve] opntent, is ugetclbv the apaac 

and apparent populariIty of a number of loPuJ ai nagai-nes cap itlilz1hi on, 


.he theme of a simpler, 
 rur a l life style, including home production and
 

preservation of food], energy-effiLcient homnes 
 anid lvnand a wide varietyN 

~of do-it-yourself projects and act ivit ies, (Count-ystde, INural Amnerica,
 

Organic Gardening, Mother Earth News, Dairy G;oat 
 Culde, The New Farm, New'., 

-
.H-': ; ;,;
::!:,,,":--
 .- , " :,"' -" 1
 

http:characeri.ed
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Shelter, Small Town, True Seed Exchange, and others). The stated or 

implied goal of these magazines appears to be self-sufficient living, 

reminiscent of the traditional image of the family farm. This is some

.,	times referred to as a revival and nostalgia about life at the turn of
 

the century:'a mythology engrained in our historical and literary culture
 

which has portrayed, even to this day, country living and family life as 

unspoiled, pure and wholesome, free from pressures and tensions while set 

within idyllic gardens and fields.' Completing this romantic version of 

rural life is frequently the inclusion of the extended family concept as
 

represented by both Grandma and Grandpa who are usual]y seen as contented
 

sentimentalists, somewhat dull, carefree, and most usually perched on a
 

gently moving swing as they watch their grandchildren frolic and play. 

(Quotation from Libertoff, K., Helping Networks in Rural Youth and Family 

Services. Paper presented at the annual meetings of the American Psycholo

gical Association. New York, Sep. 1979. Coward, 1980.) 

Although we are cautioned against accepting as feasib.e a return 

to '-he mythologized concept of rural living, apparently large numbers of 

far.ilies have purchased homes in rural areas and are engaging in acti

vities and life-style trends which are not inconsistent with the spirit
 

of the romanticized past. If this trend becomes widespread in terms of
 

numbers, it is possible that some of the qualities and characteristics of
 

* the former rural lifestyle may again become a part of our culture. 

Impact of Rising Energy Costs
 

Low-cost energy has been an important factor in th, shaping of
 

American life styles, as well as in the location of agricultural pro

dudtion, and the technology and resource mixed used in farming and ranching 
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(Schertz, Another Revolution in Farming. 1979). The critical importance
 

of energy in U. S. agriculture was brought to the attention of U. S.
 

citizens in 1973 by the Arab oil embargo, and subsequent OPEC price
 

increases and natural gas drlivery curtailments. The disruption of 
oil
 

supplies from Iran in 1979 contributed to U. S. shortages of diesel and 

gasoline supplies. The prospect of further price increases and increased 

uncertainty of fuel availability have significantly affected U. S. agri

culi:ure in recent years and will continue to be an important influence. 

(Van Dyne, et al. 1979). 

Higher energy cost will influence where production will . located,
 

and the mix of resources used in farming. Higher energy costs will in

flate transport cost as well as irrigation cost, and will likely encourage
 

a shift of fruits and vegetables from concentrated, irrigated production
 

areas in the West, 
to producers located nearer to the metropolitan consuming
 

centers of the Northeast. Because farms in Northeast have been smaller
 

than those in the irrigated West, this will probably mean shift in the
 

scale and technology of production of the crops affected as well as in
 

location.
 

Higher relative energy costs also will stimulate farmers to adjust
 

the mix of resources used in production, In the cast of extremely high
 

energy cost, it is possible that present trends toward higher capital
 

use, and larger farms would be reversed, and increased proportions of
 

land and labor be used. (Schertz, Another Revolution in U.S. Farming
 

1979).
 

Although there appears to be a unanimous concern with the rising 

* : cost and uncertainty about future availability of energy for agriculture,
 

" gr .. . ..
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transportation, family living, etc,, irelatively little is known about 

the relative magnitude of the impact on different segments of society. 

For examnple, little information is available oil the relation between 

farm size and energy intensiveness; or the relationship between size and 

energy-related production costs; or about how energy price increases 

! - would affect large farms vs. small farms (llumphries, 1980). 

The spreading suburban and rural residential lifestyle in recent 

decades, facilitated by traditionally low motor fuel cost and improved 

local and interstate roads and highways, also is being affected severely 

by the sharply-higher and still rising fuel and oil prices. Furthermore, 

the higher fuel costs sparked by the OPEC petroleum price increases are 

being felt by all Americans in higher costs of home heating and air 

cond it ioning. 

Subsequent reaction to increased fuel costs are already seen in 

the development and proliferation of smaller, more fuel-efficient auto

mobiles, and the phasing out of the large 'gas hogs:' increased popularity 

of electric fans to reduce use of heavier energy-consuming air condition

ing, and wood stoves as an alternative or supplement to oil or electric 

home heating; and the development of solar heating and cooling technology 

for residential and commercial buildings, including design of the 

buid ings themselves. 

An additional related development, bel.ieved to be in part motivated 

by desire or need to reduce other living costs to be-able to cope with in

creasing energy costs, is the increased interest in. home gardens and home 

preservation of foods, especially fruits and vegetables. The U.S.D.A.
 

Nationwide Food Consumption Survey revealed that 47 percent of American 

V, 
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households reported producing some food for home use; 37 percent reported
 

canning and/or freezing some food for home use. Both percentages re

flected a considerable increase from 1965 (34 percent producing some
 

I' 
food, and also 35 percent canning or freezing) when a similar survey was I, 

made. (Hatfield, 1981). 

The New 	Farm Policy Agenda
 

After more than a century of concern with low product prices,
 

,and) farm incomes and related problems or agriculture, phrased in terms 

of a stereotyped image of a farmer in overalls who earns n living from 

farming, we are now faced with a different set of problems, and a 

different farmer. Whereas the concern historically has been for the 

depressed economic condition of (family) farmers (the production of 

abundant supplies of food and fiber was assumed), there is now consider

able, and growing concern for assuring adequate supplies of food for the 

nation's population, at reasonable prices. People now talk of 'food 

policy' instead of 'farm policy.' The farmer today is seen as an 

educated, technically oriented businessman, and farming as a commercial 

business enterprise. 

Whereas. farmers on their representatives (e.g., the Farm Bloc 

in Congress) in the past have traditionally placed issues involving 

agriculture on the agenda for public policy consideration, issues on the 

new 'food policy' agenda are increasingly being placed there for consider

ation by groups and interests other than farmers. Some of these groups 

which are pressuring for a voice in national food policy issues are 

consumers (food costs) environmentalists (population, ecological impact), 

urban interests (land use, zoning), minority groups (civil rights in 
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agricultural industries), organized labor (collective barganing), the 

'hunger lobby' (food distribution, food stamp programs), etc. (Paarlberg,
 

Don, 	in: Ford, Thomas R., 1978).
 

Another view states that "the farm policy agenda will be 

initiated, developed and controlled largely outside the traditional agri

cultural establishment. Food policy will be initiated by the Department 

of State and other agencies that are concerned with the use of food as a 

political tool or for humanitarian purposes. Farm Policy, (as distinguished 

from food policy)will be determined substantially by such agencies as the 

Environmental Protection Agency, which can have a much more effec*ive" 

way 	 of making supply management a reality in agricultural production." 

(Wood, in Ford, 1978). 

From 	the traditional agricultural economics perspective, some of
 

the specific issues which might well be on the food and agricultural
 

policy agenda during that ".980's are:
 

(a) 	 How can we reduce price and income variability in a more 
interdependent world market? 

(b) 	 Ilow can we reconcile the private and social costs and benefits 
of conservation and environmental concern? 

(c) 	To what extent will government protect returns to land and 
other fixed assets? 

(d) 	 To what extent will agricultural output be devoted to 
ethanol production? 

(e) 	 What level of financial support will be given to agricultural 

research? 

(f) 	 How will public policy be used to shape the structure of 
agriculture? (Martin, 1981). 

In addition to the complexities involved in the diversity of con

flicting interests working in the public and legislative arena in forging 

a hopefully consistent program of activities to resolve these issues, 

u, : i 	 : r ' = : : : i ' : : " " , " ; 2 " - ' ' ' - , ".: . . . 5.: • .? , ! ' . : 
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another group of issues dealing with small firmers and other rural 

residents, involving the associated fields of rural sociology and
 

community development, will also have to be considered. These issues
 

have much less legislative histocy and 
are not nearly as well defined;
 

one of the major tasks will be to identify and define specific issues
 

in terms appropriate for working out practical 
programs and activities
 

which will resolve or ameliorate the problems, and/or aid in coordinated
 

development.
 

Such issues will need to focus on questions of social stability,
 

employment, equity, and 
 rural community development. At the center of
 

this focus ;:ll be the 
'small fanner! and the conditions and needs en

countered by this group of the population. (lumphries, 1980). 

With the increase in crime and environment pollution, and decline in 

noral customs among the economically affluent in the U.S. and other 

'developed' countries, it is becoming apparent that other than economic
 

values will have to be considered in the development, implementation,
 

and evaluation public policy, programs, and
of research involving agri

culture and ruril areas. Subjective, huuman values and concepts, such as 

the psychological and social needs of a community, will have to be considered.
 

As the rural nonfarm sector becomes more important, there will be a 

further blending/conflict of rural 
vs. urban, and farm vs. nonfarm values.
 

We may have already reached the point where It is necessary to make a
 

distinction between rural development policy and agricultural policy. 

(Redman, 1980). 

S 
, 
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IV. 	 AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS RESEARCH: WHAT ARE THE PRIORITIFl NOW? 

During the past century, U.S. research efforts in agriculture
 

have focused on improving production technology, farm firm and institu

tional structure, and operating efficiency, and public policies and 

programs, all working toward the objectives of obtaining desired (usually 

reduced) production, supporting production, supporting product prices, 

and ultimately to improve net farm income. Billions of dollars have 

been 	spent on the development and dispersal of improved agriculturaltech

nology through the complex network of the agricultural establishment: the
 

U.S. 	 Department of Agriculture, and the land-grant complex universities, 

Agricultural Experiment Stations, and the Agricultural Extension Programs. 

Although the widespread adoption of the new technology has had
 

social 
and 	other impacts far beyond the direct physical and economic
 

results, the corollary socioeconomic effects have been studied acciden

tally rather than systematically. It has been claimed that: 

(1) 	Research has been geared overwhelmingly to technology, 
overlooking and ignoring social consequences; 

(2) 	 The social consequences of this technological research has 
been to exacerbate and accelerate the shift of population
from rural to urban, and to produce an anti-social pattern 
of income distribution; 

(3) 	When social research has taken place and threatened powerful
interests in agricultuire, such tendencies have been cut off;
 

(4) 	California's support for research in agriculture has been 
even more disproportionately loaded toward the technologi

hcal aspects than have been the efforts of other states; and 

(5) 	It is no accident that social researchers on rural society
 

know 	 far more about land reform and related issues ofpolitical and social control of rural society outside the 
United States than they do inside. (Friedland, 1978). 
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A rev;iew of program data for fiscal year 1969 confirms the con

tention that research activities of the land-grant institutions have
 

focused predominantly on production technology, efficiency of production
 

and marketing systems, integrated food processes, etc. Of nearly 6,000
 

scientific man-years (smy) dedicated to agricultural research on all
 

projects 	at all state agricultural experiment stations in 1969 only 289,
 

less than five percent, were specifically for 'people oriented' research
 

(see Table 4).
 

Table 4. Scientific Man-Years (smy) Dedicated to Specified
 
Areas of Research by Land-Grant Institutions., U.S. FY 1969.
 

Production and Eff iciency-Oriented 	 People-Oriented
 

-Improving rural income.....38 stay
-Improving biological 

efficiency of crops .......... 1,125 stay
 

- Control of insects, diseases and -Toxic residues in food products 

weeks in crops ............... 842 smy from agricultural sources..95 smy 

-Rural housing ............ 7 stay
- Ornamentals, turf, and trees for 

natural beauty .............. 200 stay
 

- Improving management systems for - Improving rural 

livestock and poultry institutions ............ 45 smy 

production ................. 88 smy 

- Marketing firms and systems 	 -Causes and remedies of pov(rty 
efficiency ............ 68 sily among rural people....... 17 smy
 

- Other production and efficiency -Other people-oriented... .106 smy
 
oriented................... 3,693 smy
 

Total production/efficiency 6,000 smy Total people 289 smy
 

Source: 	 Hightower, Jim, and Susan Demarco, "The Land-Grant College Complex,"
 

in Rodefeld, R.D., Change in Rural America: Causes, Consequences,
 
and Alternatives. Mosby, 1978.
 

• -}
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Those research projects identified as 'Rural Development'
 

involve 	a much higher 'people-oriented' component, as would be expected,
 

but even 	 for those projects so identified, in Fiscal Year 1976 one-third 

of the projects and nearly 40 percent of the funds devoted to 
'rural
 

development' research by the Land-Grant colleges and experiment stations
 

were for "Economic Development' projects. (See Table 5).
 

Table 5. Number and Value of Rural Development Research Projects by
 
Types. Land-Grant Institutions, United States, Fiscal Year 1976.
 

Type of 


Project 


Community Services 

People Building 


Economic 	Development 


Natural Environment 


Total 


Number Percent 


176 20.5% 


283 33.0 


295 34.4 


103 12.0 


857 100 


Dollar Value % of Total 

Per Project Dollar Value 

$ 28,343 18.4% 

27,275 28.4 

35,831 38.9 

37,903 14.4 

31,717 100 

Source: 	 Otto, Daniel, and Joseph Havlick, Jr., Analysis of Rural 
Development Research Programs in the United States and Southern
 
Region. 	 Virginia PI and State University, Department of Agri
cultural 	Economics. SP-79-3. Feb 6, 1979.
 

In the United States, we have been notably successful in in

creasing agricultural production and marketing efficiency, as measured
 

in traditional economic concepts such as yield per acre output per worker, 

per capital income, rate of economic growth, technical efficiency of 

operation, etc. Although the traditional goal of rural development--to 

improve rural well-being and quality of life-- may still appropriately 

L. 	 .. be linked with agricultural production, it is becoming apparent that it 

will be necessary to define these terms in other than the usual economic 
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concepts. Politicans and the public in general have come to accept 

the economist's argument that human well-being and quality of life are 

adequately defined and measured in economic terms; the common response to 

the stat er.ent that "money isn't everything," is: ' aybenot, but it's way 

ahead of whatever is in second place." This attitude should no longer 

tacitly or explicitly be accepted without challenge in our thinking. 

Research Priorities for Commercial Agriculture 

Numerous concerns about the changes occuring in commercial agri

culture have been aired, and more are being added as more information re

garding the changes come to light. Generally, there is increasing concern
 

about the economic, political, sociological, and ecological ramifications
 

of the trend toward fewer but larger farms, and the more intensive use
 

of drugs and chemicals in production, processing, storing, and packaging 

food products. This area of concern, characterized by striving to
 

understand the interrelationships between and among produiction practices, 

marketing systems, the structure of agriculture, and their impacts on 

ecological and human well-being, is demanding priority for research. 

Within this general area, some of the more specific concerns are: 

(1) The impact of the decreasing number of farms on the social, 

ecological, and economic vitality and viability of rural and urban
 

communities, which is directl' related to patterns of ownership, control, 

use, and distribution of agricultural resources. (Already there have 

been aggravated social and economic problems, such as unemployment, 

alienation, inadequate housing and health care, and deterioration of 

*the economic base of both rural and urban communities). 
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(2) The increased vulnerability and reduced adaptability of
 

commercial agriculture to natural disasters, large-scale insect and
 

disease attacks, disruptions of energy supplies, soil orosion and soil
 

depletion, deplict ion and pollution of water, and contamination of food 

by agricultural chemicals; resu lting from the spec iai izat ion and techni

fication of agriculture.
 

(3) The impact on the nation's econavic and political insti

tutions of the increasing concentration of ownership and control of
 

land and other agricultural resources in the hands of few and fewer in

dividuals and/or corporations. (Madden and 'ischbein, 1979). 

In addition to concerns related to these structural and technolo

gical c,anges, these are concerns regarding the relevance of some of the
 

concepts and tools traditionally used in the description, analysis and
 

assessment of agricultural related issues.
 

In his President ial Address at the annual meetings of the AAEA in 

1975, James Bonneji wa lted attent ion to the growing obsolescence in the 

concepts which the agricul tural dhata system attempted to measure. 

Although the "family farm" with all its value and organizational assumptions 

constitutes tho centra l .oncept around lhic h hree-f ourths of wa!r ;gri

cultural stat. istics are dcsigned and c ollected, the structure of the 

food and fiber industry today only vaguely resembles the structure that
 

prevailed when the concept was created more than fifty years ago 

(Bonnen 1975).
 

SOd-i (1976) speaks of the "new macroeconomics of agriculture,'' 

involving bas ic ancd su _'tantial changes in former trends, such as the 

out migration from agriculture, a more open U.S./world economy, and 
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the emergence of a new structure of agriculture and rural/urban society 

in the U.S. (Schuh, 1976). 

Although concerns regarding small, family farms have been ex

pressed frequ , il insis;tently, has generally assumed thatz ani it been 


research i; 'scale neutral.,' and that technologly developed for larger
 

farms is equally beneficial to small farmers. (Ca Idwe I.1, 1978) ilow

ever, data now coming to public vi.ew indicates' that L.rge--cale 
commercial farms have received the t-major share of the benv~f from new 

technology developed by research. Because of more limited land, capital 

and labor and lack of accss to input and product markets oriented to 

serve large-scale agriculture, together with lack of hiformation, inability 

to deal with price and yi2id risk.,, and other conditions associated with 

small-scal.,- agriculture, small farmers have realized few of the benefits 

from new, labor-saving technology. (Schuh, 1976; Ilumphries, 1980). 

A major thrust of agricultural research probably should continue 

r LtOO bioloc ic a., 

agricultural nroduct ion, marketing, and processing, recognizing agri

to focus on the nolog ical, and economic officiency of 

culture's essentiaL role in providing food and fiber for thre world's 

peo plI.e TILe focus o rsirc h a ii t be enlarcd somewha t, however, to 

include some of these current corollary areas of concern, which in the 

long run may have a significant impact on the fulfilment of agriculture's 

basic funct ion. An appropriate perspective for the overall aricultural 

research program 'mix' is suggested by CARET (Commi:tee for Agricultural 

Research, Extension, and Teaching.) In its recommendations in support 

of an increase in the federal budget (1'-; 1981); for agri.cultura i research, 

extensions, and teaching, CARET emphasized three priority areas for 
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research:
 

(1) Biological mechanisms of animals, crops, and forests 

photosynthesis, nitrogen-fixation, genetic modification, reproductive
 

efficiency, and insect and disease control;
 

(2) Food .;afety and( quality; 

(3) Assistiin,, rurail families to adjust to changing econom ic 

and social condLtionis, (CARET, 1980). 

The firs t two of these areas would apl-iy principally to large

scale commercial. :lricultire, while tlhe third would apply mainly to the 

'small' or '1linited resource' fare nrs. 

This recormmendat ion refleutq the current enphasis on research 

interests of the Land-.,rant colleges and e:<ipPerment stations, which CARET 

represents, and Lindicates that the principal emphasis of agricultural 

research is st ill on technology and vecoinomic e'ficiency, while recogni

zing the importance of, but implicity assigning lesser priority to, the 

socio(cconomie cd it Lons of rur.il_ :cmiilies. The principal. emnphasis oin 

technologycononic performance was underlined by the 11. S. lresideit's 

statement in his bud.et message for FY 1981 that "long-run economic 

growth depend:; c rit ic ally on tec lo log Ica1_ doveLlpmenv ." (CARET, 1980). 

Research for Small Farm .1'r iculture 

Ever since the days of Thomas Jefferson, the expressed intent of 

the nation's agricultural policy has been to suipport family farms, parti

cularly smll arms. De.pi.to e.pre.s-ions 01 concern and upport: by both 

rici .u r:li .;_ il; Lstat';[*llm tLe .ll ;iml-on ofan , JL nilld Ltat ioll public 

programs3 ha.s :'lJadu all, 'i idoruilledt Lh aeotoi ic a tid pAl i t eal .iplort 

structure of a .System of agriculture and rural communities based on 

http:De.pi.to
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land-owning family farmers. Recently a widening array of interested 

groups of citizens have begun to express alarm over the discrepancy 

between the avowed intent and the ultilllate effect of public policy to 

achieve the goal of supporting family-owned and operated farms. This 

increased awareness has created a climate in which the value of small

scale familv Farms is being reass'.ssed and reaffirned. 

The increasing emphasis being given to small farm agriculture, 

augmented or accompanied by the recent new phenonemon of population 

movement to rural areas, makes it imperative that agricultural economics 

research include more of what has been perfunctorily left to the 

sociologist. In addition to the question of the impact of changes in 

commercial farm size on the rural community, and vice versa; they are 

faced with other questions regarding the characteristics of the new 

rural residents and their lifestyle, and associated economic and social 

impacts on the rural social and business community. 

This means more e-mphasis on rural development, as distinguished 

front technological, biological, and economic efficiency, in agricultural 

economics research involving these small farms. Rural development 

research should not replace, but should supplement present research 

activities; to focus attention on the interaction of the information 

obtained front technological, biological, and economic research with the 

economic and Eocial enviornment in which this information is put to use. 

Although the current political administration has thus far been silent 

about rural development policy, it seems inevitable that this kind of 

research will again become high priority. It would seem to be prudent 

strategy to seriously consider this kind of research activity in 
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developing new research projects, in order to be ready with some results 

when rural developments moves into a high priority position. (Day, 1981).
 

The principal general area of concern regarding small farm agri

culture involves questions related to the characteristics and viability
 

of small, family-type farms, framed in the context of the overall structure 

of agriculture and the complex set of interconnected casual factors.
 

Within this general area, there are a number of more specific areas of
 

concern:
 

(1) 	 fhe impact and meaning of the changing structure of agri

culture on rural communities; including the disappearing
"middle sector';
 

(2) 	Quality of life issues, including evolving new lifestyles, 
energy use and costs, off-farm incomes opportunities, 

nutrition, health and rural community services; 

(3) 	Ecology/environmental issues: soil and water conservation,
 

pollution, etc.
 

(4) 	The economic viability of small, family-type farms; appro
priate social and economic goals, objective function(s),
 

and technology; optimum resource or product mixes; means 
of dealing with yield aud price risks; and the impact of 
government policies and programs on small farms; 

(5) 	The problems of markets and marketing faced by small farmers;
 

alternative marLeting channeis, approaches, techniques,
 
market information on market conditions, prices, and
 

consumer preferences; market development methods, techniques,
 
restrictions, and requirements; production/harvesting/
 
marketing requirements, practices, and methods; market
 
power, competition, monopoly, etc.
 

A large number of more specific questions or issues, concerning
 

small farm agriculture and associated rural community life have been
 

suggested or mentioned as concerns and/or need for research, some of
 

which fall clearly within one of the general areas mentioned above,
 

and some which cut across two or more of them. A number of these
 

questions are included in the appendix.
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Igural Dvelopment Research: U.S. and Developing Countries 

Many of the corlitions of small farms in the United States are 

similar to those found in developing countries; the principal differences 

are in technologies commonly employed by farmers, the physical environ

ment (especially resource constraints), and priorities. Psearch goals
 

of developing countries, 
 which receive major research input from the U.S. 

agricultural establishment, have been focused on the usual pressing need
 

to increase agricultural production to meet domestic food and 
fiber needs.
 

Through a wide variety of foreign assistance efforts over recent decades,
 

the emphasis of research in developing countries has been on transferring
 

technology developed and used 
 in the U. S. to the LDC's, hoping to reproduce 

the techniques and benefits of the "Great American Agricultural Success 

Story" in these countries.
 

Experience in some developing countries, however, indicates that
 

new improved technology, training of personnel, and improvement of insti

tutional, educat onil and research capabilities are not necessarily 

sufficient to increase agricultural production. After 13 years of 

technical assistance to Peru, average potato yields increased only 6 per

cent, even tho,"gh the restuIts in terms of technology introduced and 

developed, the educational and research facilites and capabilities 

established, and number of persons trained were impressive. (Eastman, 

1976). 

In the :ase of Peru, it was indicated that the political element 

(and implicit ocial customs and institutions) was not adequately in

volved in the development process; development (in this case, indicated 

by increased production) is dependent on a number of distinct but inter

related elements, all of which must be in place for development to occur. 
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(Eastman, 197 6).
 

One of the essential elements often mentioned as lacking in LDC's
 

is the effective institutional aind physical infrastructure for marketing
 

agricultural products and production inputs. 
 In his comments on priorities 

for research and trainig in agricultural marketing in developing countries, 

ll.J. Nittendorf emphasizes "the important role played by the marketing 

system as a stimulating and dynamic force in agriculture, particularly 

for small farmer development." Mittendorf also suggests that, "Since the 

problems (connected with the planning or marketing organization and 

management at micro-Level under different socio/cultural situations) are 

of a complex nature and are related to technical, economic and other 

aspects of behavior, a multi-disciplinary approach is needed which re

quires....a common conceptual reference framework for development of the 

participating disciplines such as economics, anthropology, sociology, and 

geography, which is still la'ling." (.'i-ttendcrf, i9°I). 

Although wricultural produc ion and marketing conditions found 

in developing countries may be at an earlier stage of development compared 

to those found in rural USA, the basic problems and issues appear to be 

very similar, and the same approach to analysis might well be appropriate 

in both. 

The "farming systems" concept may provide an appropriate con

ceptual framework for such a multi-disciplinary approach to research on 

small farm agriculture in the U.S. (Norman, 1980). This approach was 

implemented by ICTA in Guatemala under a Rockefeller Foundation sponsor

ship, and is currently in the pioneering stage in Florida. (lHildebrand, 

1978, 1981). 
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V. SUMf1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The paper examines the concept of the small' farm from other than 

the conventional production/efficiency viewpoint, in order to present 

a clear, up-to-date perspective for research efforts. This is done by 

means of a review of literature and census data on the socioeconomic, 

policy, and environmental issues confronting farm and rural. families 

today. 

Historically, U.S. public farm policy has focluvd on the issaes 

of assuring adequate supplies of food and fiber for the national 

popultion and improving the economic well-being of the producers of 

these products, (farmers and their families), who chronically realized 

substantially lower incomes than urban families. Public farm education, 

research, and extension programs have concentrated on solving these 

problems, and have succeeded in remarkable degree ("The Great American 

Agricultural Success Story"). "Excess" labor has moved out of agri

culture into other occupations, farm productivity has increased so that 

there are abundant supplies of farm products for the U.S. population 

and for export, zidnfarm family incomes are now at par with those at 

non-farm families. 

A new group of i3sues concerning small, family farms, and rural 

communitLes are demanding public a ttenion, however, and some of these 

are suggested as potential areas for agricultural economics research: 

(1) Less than one million commerical farms now account for 93 

percent of all farm product sales; another 1.5 million "small", or 

"limited resource" farms produce the remaining seven percent. 

(2) There are an additional five million owners of ten or more 
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acres, and 26.5 million owners of one to nine acres, with unknown agri

cultural potential; in total, about one-third of the U.S. population 

apparently lives on a parcel of land of an acre or more. 

(3) A net movement of U.S. population from urban to rural areas 

is occuring, suggesting development of new rural communities. 

(4) More than one-half of farm family income comes from off

farm sources; a much larger share of small farm income comes from off

farm.
 

Conclusion: There is substantial need and opportunity for research in 

the areas of small farms and rural development. Although it is 

important that a major thrust of research continue to focus on the 

technological, bioJogical, and economic efficiency of production, market

ing, and processing of agricultural products, increased emphasis and 

higher priority is needed for research dealing with issues involving 

conditions and changes of small farms and associated rural communities. 

Major areas of concern, and need for research include: 

- Questions on the viability of small, family-type farms in 

the context of the changing structure of agriculture and the complex 

set of interrelated casu aL factors and impacts. 

- Appropriate technology for small farm agriculture, including 

optimum resource and enterprise mi.:es for small farms; appropriate 

objective functions; social and economic goals; and means of dealing 

with yield and price risks. 

- Problems of markets and marketing infrastructure faced by 

small farmers; alternative marketing channels and techniques; and in

formation of market potential, conditions, and prices; and information 
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on consumer preferences.
 

- The impact of the changing structure of agriculture and the 

urban-rural trend on rural conmmunities, including employment issues, 

community, social, and health services needed, etc. 

- Quality of life issues, including the evolving new lifestyles, 

nutrition and health issues; energy use, sources, and co:;ts; environmental 

pollution issues, etc. 

New concepts and methodologies need to be developed and clarified. 

The wide spectrum of causative factors and impacts involved in studying 

and developing programs or act ivities dealing with today's issues suggest 

the need for the participation of a number of different professional 

disciplines in the analysis of problems; and in the development of 

relevant policies, programs, and activities to improve conditions or to 

guide economic and social developments. The farming systems approach 

described by David Norman and Peter Hildebrand may provide an appropriate 

conceptual framework for : multi-disciplinary approach to research on 

small farm agriculture, both in domestic and developing country settings. 

This appears to be a fertile field for the 1890 schools to 

cultivate, given their historic orientation toward small farm problems, 

in developing and implement ing research projects and programs which are 

focused on issues with high priority for a large proportion of the 

country's popu lat ion--and which have an appeal to research funding 

agencies. 
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APPENDIX 

Questions and issues concerning small farm agriculture and 

rural community life suggested for research. (This is not intended to 

be an exhaustive list, but an indication of the number, nature, and 

scope of the issues and needs which have been made public). 

(1) The declining qualitv of rural life. 

(2) The impoverishment of limited resource farmers. 

(3) The human, social and ecological ipacts of economic and 

technological elf:iciency. 

(4) The disappearing 'middle sector' of family farms, and aspect 

of the new structure :ippearing in U.S. agriculture. (Madden and Tischbein, 

1979, issues 1-4). 

(5) How small farmers are affected by governuient policies on 

pollution, energy, taxation, and income supports.
 

(6) flow limited rasource farmers can enter and compete for
 

markets developed for olume movements, government and commerical con

tracts which require strict adherence to quantLity and quality standards, 

standardized containers and weights, and other government regulations. 

(7) What is (are) appropriate objective function(s) for small 

farm agriculture? What is an optimum resource use or product mi:.: for 

small farmers? 

(8) flow can small farmers deal with yield and price risks? 

(9) Information is needed on how to market products of small
 

farms; methods and practices of picking, packing, displaying, and pricing 

products for local sales.
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(10) Information on consumer preferences, local market condi

tions, means and methods of promotion and publicity.
 

(11) Information on potential reaction by established retailers 

to competition from small farmers. 

(12) Sources and methods of supplcmentim farm income by off

farm employment, aggregation (cooperatives, processing, storage, etc.) 

(Mathis and Proctor, 1979; issues 5-12). 

(13) Research to predict the impacts on various types of small 

farms, of policy alternatives for price, income, taxation, farm credit 

programs, etc.
 

(14) Research on how conventional and alternative marketing
 

channels can hinder and/or enhance small farms.
 

(15) Evaluation of alternativc approaches for providing techni

cal and marketing information to small farms.
 

(16) Determination of descriptive and casual aspects of the 

structure of the small farm sector of American agriculture, including 

resources, opportunities, constraints, and aspirations of small farms, 

and the impacts on rural communities. 

(17) Interdisciplinary studies on tLe processes underlying the 

nature and scope of agricultural research and extension, including policy 

decision-naking, systems of professional rewards and incentives, funding 

levels, and the impact of research on the small farms. 

(18) Research on economics of farm size, taking into account the 

full array of appropriate technology available (including used equipment, 

custom hiring, cooperative arrangements for use of machinery), organic 

farming, and other alternative approaches. Research should recognize 

that many small farms depend heavily on off-farm income for their 
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livelihoodp and for farm growth and operating capital. The need for 

actual farm data is imperative, to learn what small farms are actually 

dohg. (Madden & Tischibe in, 1.979; Lsst es 13-1.3). 

(19) inf ormat ion about tie state of arts and rosea rchthe Iind

ings about mar let i ng al tcrnat ives for small Ca rmers. 

(20) 1nformation on deve-l-oping markets for small friit and
 

vegetable prod'.:,:urs.
 

(21) [dcntif ication of factors restricting ii.irket access,
 

evaluate methodology for CLiding ways to alleviate market restruct ions.
 

(22) Narket power has been concentrated among a few buyers, e.g., 

over 707 of all food is sold tlrough 15Z of the retail stores; over 

half of the canned f ruit and vegetables and two-ihirds of the frozen 

products are processed by 20 firms--inostly contracted, leaving the 

small grower without a market. 

(23) Increasing energy costs coupled with an increasing concern
 

(amnong consuimer!;) abLout food prices and nutrition have generated 
 a re

newed consumer's interest in locally produced fresh fruits and vegetables. 

Volume is still smal--about 2 percent of total fresh fruit and veget

a ble mar .- tLd , [:I dlrtc t iara -to-consumer ,hannetl;. In 1976 there were 

an estimated 3,000 pIck-your-own operations, 9,000 roadside marl.ets, 

and over 550 farmers' markets. 

(24) Recent interest among consumers to keep food bills as low 

as possible and a renewed interest in freshness and nutrition have 

stimulated direct marketing. (Free, 1979; issues 19-24). 
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